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Abstract

The aims of this study are to examine how liquidity in the Government of Canada se
ties market has evolved over the 1990s and to determine what factors influence the level of
ity in this market, with some comparisons to the U.S. Treasury securities market. We
empirical support for the hypothesis that an increase in effective supply of the securities enh
market liquidity. Empirical evidence also indicates that interest rate volatility tends to reduce
ket liquidity. The study finds that dealer concentration has either remained constant o
declined slightly from 1993 to 1998; that the share of interdealer trading carried out via i
dealer brokers has increased significantly; and that non-resident trading has increased o
sample period. We argue that these changes would, in theory, enhance market liquidity. The
indicates a higher degree of market transparency in the U.S. Treasury securities market tha
Government of Canada securities market. The difference in transparency has likely engend
significant difference in the level of market liquidity across countries. (Note that, since this s
has been written, the CanPX transparency system has been introduced. This has had the e
reducing the transparency discrepancy across the markets.)

Résumé

Les objectifs de l’auteur sont d’examiner l’évolution de la liquidité du marché des titre
gouvernement canadien au cours de la dernière décennie, de déterminer quels facteurs infl
le degré de liquidité de ce marché et d’établir des parallèles avec le marché des valeurs du
américain. Les résultats empiriques de l’étude appuient l’hypothèse voulant qu’une haus
l’offre effective de titres accroisse la liquidité du marché. Ils indiquent également que la vola
des taux d’intérêt a tendance à réduire la liquidité du marché. L’auteur constate que la conc
tion des distributeurs de titres d’État est demeurée constante ou a diminué légèrement de
1998, que la part des transactions qu’ils effectuent par l’entremise de courtiers a nettemen
menté et que les transactions des non-résidents se sont accrues au cours de la période co
L’auteur fait remarquer que ces évolutions devraient, en principe, renforcer la liquidité du ma
Selon l’étude, le marché des valeurs du Trésor américain serait plus transparent que ce
titres du gouvernement canadien. Cette disparité se traduit sans doute par une différence
tante entre les deux pays sur le plan de la liquidité du marché. (Il est à noter que l’implantati
système CanPX depuis la réalisation de l’étude a eu pour effet de réduire la disparité en
deux marchés en matière de transparence.)
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1. Introduction and motivation

This study examines the liquidity of the Government of Canada (GoC) securities ma
In most countries, the government securities (GS) market is often viewed as the most imp
financial market, since GS perform several key functions that tend to enhance a country’s eco
well-being. The GS market is of particular interest to central banks. This market is often the o
which they perform their domestic monetary operations, where they extract information on f
movements of interest rates and where governments raise funds—the latter of interest to
banks with fiscal agency responsibilities. Furthermore, because of their virtually risk-free na
GS function as the pricing benchmark for several other fixed-income securities and ser
collateral (or as part of regulatory capital requirements) for various financial intermedia
enabling them to finance their operations. More generally, since fixed-income markets po
most of the structural and institutional characteristics of GS markets, a greater understand
how GS markets function provides central banks with a better understanding of fixed-in
markets. Clearly, the liquidity of GS markets should be important to authorities intereste
maintaining or enhancing the functioning of these markets and financial markets in general

Market liquidity has an impact on a central bank’s core activities in three ways. F
market liquidity will have an impact on monetary policy formulation and implementat
activities. Central banks are keenly interested in extracting information from financial asset p
since these reveal information on current and future monetary conditions, which can be used
formulation and implementation of monetary policy. However, market liquidity affects h
information gets embedded in prices (i.e., it affects the price discovery process). Thus, to the
that varying levels of market liquidity may influence the market’s ability to aggregate individ
investor information into prices (i.e., market efficiency),1 market liquidity affects the central
bank’s confidence in its expectational measures. Moreover, low levels of market liquidity
impinge upon the transmission of monetary policy actions to longer-maturity, fixed-inc
instruments. Market liquidity also has a more direct impact on monetary policy implementati
it may affect the efficacy of a central bank’s open market operations.

Second, under certain circumstances, market illiquidity is often a symptom, if not a ca
of systemic financial crises or disruptions. Depending on the level of market liquidity, stre
shocks to financial markets may be amplified rather than dampened. This amplification coup
some cases with the presence of “feedback trading,” can lead to liquidity or solvency proble
key financial intermediaries. These problems, if unchecked, could then lead to payment s
disruptions and/or a collapse in credit allocation.2 Therefore, fluctuations in market liquidity may

1. Markets are termedefficient when prices in these markets reflect all information available to market
participants. Muranaga and Shimizu (1997) discuss how changes in market liquidity affect the price discov
process and market efficiency.

2. Muranaga and Shimizu (1997) have a thoughtful discussion of how changes in market liquidity affect mar
stability.
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have direct impact on a central bank’s activities both as a lender of last resort and
supervision (or monitoring) of (prudential) financial stability. Further, in calculating
potential market risks, Value at Risk (VaR) models ignore liquidation or liquidity risks
defined as the risk of being unable to liquidate a position in a timely manner at a reaso
price. Specifically, the VaR methodology assumes that prices vary in a continuous m
and ignore the possibility that price movements may be discontinuous (or “gap”) i
environment where liquidation risks are prominent. Since risk management systems a
financial intermediaries are now based on the VaR methodology, this shortcoming
cause or aggravate market disruptions.3

Third, in its role as fiscal agent, a central bank will share the government’s desi
minimize debt service costs. Secondary market liquidity tends to make it easie
governments to issue large amounts of debt at relatively low cost. This is because inv
feel more confident in their ability to purchase the product in the primary market
subsequently trade the product in a liquid secondary market. In its role as fiscal a
therefore, a central bank would work in conjunction with the government to enhance
integrity and efficiency of the government securities market.

In this study, a liquid market is defined as one in which trading is immediate,
where large trades have little impact on current and subsequent prices or bid-ask sp
Thus market liquidity, which is distinct from the monetary or aggregate liquidity mo
familiar to central bankers trained in macroeconomics, can be defined over
dimensions: Immediacy, depth, width (bid-ask spread), and resiliency. Immediacy refe
the speed with which a trade of a given size at a given cost is completed. Depth refers
maximal size of a trade for any given bid-ask spread. Width refers to the costs of prov
liquidity. Resiliency refers to how quickly prices revert to original (or “fundamenta
levels after a large transaction. However, in the context of government securities ma
liquidity is better thought of in terms of the cost of supplying immediacy. Since most
markets are multi-dealer markets, all trades are as immediate as the time it takes to a
trade with a dealer.4 That is, market makers are providers of immediacy. The costs of
immediate trade will vary depending on the size and direction of the trade and on varia
in the market makers’ costs of providing this immediacy. This in turn implies that liquid
will vary. As this discussion makes clear, the various dimensions of liquidity interact w
each other (e.g., for a given [immediate] trade, width will generally increase with size

3. See Muranaga and Ohsawa (1997) for a broader discussion of liquidation or liquidity risks and ri
models.

4. In contrast to most equity markets, investors (customers) in most GS markets do not placelimit
orders—standing offers to trade at a given price—with dealers; they place onlymarket orderswith
dealers, orders that are immediately executed against a dealer’s quote. Thus, from the invest
perspective, all trades are immediate.
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for given bid-ask spread, all transaction under a given size can be executed [immediately] w
price or spread movement).

This study focuses on how liquidity in the GoC securities market has evolved over time
on determining what factors influence the level of liquidity in the GoC securities market. U
trading volume and bid-ask data plus a series of stylized facts, we examine how liquidity i
GoC securities market has changed over time. To sharpen our analysis of which structu
institutional factors have a significant influence on GoC market liquidity, we compare the
securities market to a GS market that is similar in many dimensions. By so doing, we reduc
scope of our problem. That is, one can think of this study as a controlled experiment in whic
controls for all but one (or a few) of the factors that may have an impact on the results. Thu
comparing two GS markets that are structurally very similar, but with differing levels of liquid
we can control the number of factors that differ across markets and that potentially have an i
on liquidity. We use the GoC securities market and the market for U.S. Treasury securities
these markets have many structural characteristics in common.

The study concentrates on how variations in four microstructural characteristics, spec
GS markets, affect the level of liquidity in GS markets. These four factors are debt instru
characteristics, competition and concentration, inventory management (or inventory-control c
and transparency or information considerations. In particular, we look at these structural fac
understand how changes in them over time influence the evolution of liquidity and how differe
in the factors may cause market liquidity to differ across countries.

The termdebt instrument characteristicsis used to identify a series of factors—specific t
government fixed-income instruments—that tend to affect a debt instrument’s intrinsic tradab
(Examples of such factors are those affecting a debt instrument’s [effective] supply and de
its distribution among market participants, how it is initially issued, primary market transpare
and its fungibility, to name a few.) Since liquidity in over-the-counter GS markets is, in esse
supplied by dealers, it is important to understand what influences their incentives to make m
and supply immediacy.5 Therefore, the other three factors influence the market maker’s abilit
costs in providing liquidity.Competition and concentrationis a term used to encompass facto
related to the number of competing dealers, the level of dealer competition in the GS mark
manner in which dealers strategically interact or compete, and the size and diversity of
customer base.Inventory managementincludes factors affecting the market maker’s ability
provide immediacy, such as the costs associated with hedging or rebalancing their pos
Finally, transparency and informationrefers to the factors pertaining to the transparency of
trading environment (such as the publication of transaction prices/quantities and rea

5. Throughout this study the term “dealer” is often used in place of market maker. In reality, not all GS deale
can be considered market makers. However, in this study dealers, unless specified otherwise, are assum
refer to market makers.
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quotations) and the interaction of public information and private information. In
context, public information includes macroeconomic news releases, and private
strategic) information includes such things as a dealer’s superior knowledge of their
order flow and inventories.

Throughout this study, we endeavour to relate our findings and descriptions o
stylized facts to the ideas developed in market microstructure literature.6 The next section
provides a comparison of the market structures for the U.S. and Canadian GS ma
Section 3 presents a series of stylized facts describing the evolution of GoC secu
market liquidity and Section 4 presents some more formal tests of certain market liqu
hypotheses. Section 5 briefly summarizes our findings and provides additional remar
how the observed stylized facts my have influenced GS market liquidity in Canada.

2. Market structure

The institutional structure of the Government of Canada securities marke
reviewed in this section. Generally, the structure of the Canadian market is quite simi
the U.S. Treasury market in that trading in both markets takes place in a continuous,
the-counter competitive multi-dealer market.7 Since details about the structure of the U.
and Canadian market are readily available from various sources,8 the first subsection
provides only a summary table of the market structures common to both govern
securities markets. The second subsection highlights the important institutional/stru
differences that exist in both markets.

2.1 Similarities

The market structures common to both government securities markets are iden
in Table 1 below. The first column identifies the common component while the second
third columns identify the slight discrepancies that are assumed to have negligible e
on market liquidity.

6. See O’Hara (1995) for a primer on the market microstructure literature.

7. See Dattels (1995) for more details on the various types of continuous market structures.

8. See Inoue (1998) for institutional details of the Canadian and U.S. markets; Fleming and Remolo
(1997), Sundaresan (1997), Singleton (1995), and Stigum (1990) for details of the U.S. Treasu
market only. See Harvey and Boisvert (1998),Bank of Canada Review(1996), Branion (1995), and
Fettig (1994) for some details on the GoC securities market.
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Table 1: Common market structures

Common Canadaa U.S.b

Primary Market

Primary Dealer (PD) Systemc

Securities distributed at auctions
(with an active pre-auction when-
issued market)

• Only PDs can submit bidsd

• Top 10 PDs win 75% of auction
proceeds (1998 data)
• Only index-linked bonds use sin-
gle-price auctions; all others use
competitive bid format

• Greater number of dealers other
than PDs can submit bids
• PDs accounted for 72% of auction
winnings; top 10 PD accounted for
50% of that
• Customers may submit bids via
PDs
• All fixed-coupon instruments use
single-price auctions

PDs in both countries have similar
offsetting obligations and incentives

• Two-tier system

Similar minimum capital require-
ments for PD status (with commer-
cial banks satisfying Basle Capital
Accord)

• Must be IDA registered dealers • Must be SEC registered dealers

Secondary Market
OTC multiple dealer, quote driven
market: customers must contact
dealers for quotes and carry out
transaction. Dealers can trade via
customer market or interdealer mar-
ket

• Securities listed on NYSE, but vol-
ume negligible

Primary dealers account for majority
of turnover

27 PDs; approx. 170 investment

dealers;e 5 interdealer brokers
(IDBs)

32 PDs; 1,700 broker/dealers; 6
IDBs

• Interdealer trading is either con-
ducted directly or via a “blind”
interdealer broker system
• A little over 50% of PD trading is
with customers

Repo and Strip trading active

Book-entry clearing and settlement
system similar

Settlement: T+2 shorter maturities;
T+3 longer maturities

Settlement: T+1

Tax and accounting systems similar

a. Note that, since the study was written, the primary dealer structure in Canada has changed. Please see
Bank of Canada Web site (www.bank-banque-canada.ca) for details on the rules of participation in prim
markets.

b. Most of these stylized facts appear in Fleming and Remolona (1997).
c. See Goldstein and Folkerts-Landau (1994) for details of a primary dealer system. Note also that, though

countries have a PD system, the rules governing the makeup of eligible PDs and their obligations differ. T
Canadian PD system can be viewed as being more regulated than the U.S. system. However, for the pur
of this study, these differences are assumed to have no impact on the liquidity of the markets.

d. Under the new primary dealer structure in Canada, customers may submit bids via PDs.
e. Source: Investment Dealers Association (IDA) of Canada.
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2.2 Differences

In this section, we outline the more substantial differences in market structure
exists between the GoC and U.S. GS markets. This section provides a “snapshot”
GoC securities market structure rather than a description of its evolution. As menti
above, we concentrate on the structural differences pertaining to the four broad facto
are believed to have a direct impact on market liquidity for OTC government secu
markets. Note that little effort is made in this section to examine how the differing
market structures affect market liquidity. Rather, the structural differences are simply s
here, while their effects on liquidity are examined further in Sections 4 and 5.

2.2.1 Size of markets

The most obvious difference between the U.S. Treasury and Government of Ca
securities markets is their size. Table 2 presents the trading volume and amount outst
of marketable government securities in each country for 1997. It is clear that the Can
figures are significantly smaller than those in the U.S. Indeed, in 1997, the stoc
marketable securities in the United States was 12 times that of Canada’s while tr
volume was 14 times greater than it is in Canada.

In terms of turnover, the Canadian government securities market is vastly inf
to that of the U.S. market. On the other hand, so is Canada’s stock of government sec
outstanding. Although aggregate turnover data is often used as a rough measure
liquidity of a GS market, this measure is likely influenced to a certain extent by the siz
the market itself and thus should be normalized in some way. A normalized measu
aggregate turnover—one that attempts to control for the size of the market—is the tur
ratio, defined as turnover divided by the stock outstanding.9 The turnover ratio for each
country is presented in Table 2. It is clear that, when using this normalized measu
turnover, the apparent differences in trading activity (or the size of the markets) are gr
reduced, with Canada’s turnover ratio slightly less than that of the United States.

9. It is not clear, however, whether or not the turnover ratio defined in this study can be used to comp
liquidity across countries. This is discussed in more detail in Section 3. Note that other studies ha
attempted to control for the size effects by normalizing by GDP figures.
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Before moving on to the other microstructural differences that exist between both coun
one should note that differences in the size of the markets themselves may unavoidably be a
generating differences in liquidity. One should also note that differences in the microstruc
factors may have, relative to the size differences, only second-order effects on liqu
Alternatively, the difference in market size may be the underlying cause of the structur
institutional differences that exist across countries. The smaller size of the customer base fo
securities is certainly dependent on the size of the GoC securities market. Thus, it may be
that, by comparing the GoC securities market to the U.S. Treasury market, we are not cont
for (eliminating) the most important structural factor affecting liquidity and that we would be be
off making comparisons with a GS market of similar size but with perhaps more diver
microstructures.10 In mitigate this criticism, we attempt to control for the size difference betwe
the markets by normalizing by the stock of outstanding GS where appropriate. Moreove
examination of the changes in liquidity over time is not based on the cross-country difference
thus stands on its own.

2.2.2 Debt instrument characteristics: Issuance patterns, fragmentation, and effective sup

One of the structural differences between the two markets is bond issuing practices.
the U.S. Treasury’s issuance practice can be described as “regularized.” That is, since th
1970s, there has been a regular issuance of bonds with a limited set of maturities in relatively
size.11 Moreover, the maturity of new issues matches, in general, the original maturity of ret
issues. In Canada, however, it was not until 1992 that the GoC bond market took on a “regula

Table 2: Size statistics for U.S. and Canadian Government Securities markets (US$Billions)a

a. Source: BIS market liquidity study based on 1997 data. An exchange
rate of Can$1.43 was used to convert into U.S. dollars. Data includes
fixed- and zero-coupon GS securities.

Data Canada U.S.

Stock outstanding 290.5 3,456.8

Turnover volume 5,552.9 75,901.0

Turnover ratio 19.1 21.9

10. The U.K. GS market has a slightly larger stock of outstanding marketable government securities and trad
volumes that are in the same range as the GoC securities market. This would therefore be a better s
controlled comparator. The only country that comes close to the U.S. GS market in terms of outstanding st
of securities is the Japanese GS market.

11. Three-year Treasury notes were recently dropped from the set of maturities issued. The Treasury over
years has also discontinued the issuance of 7-year notes in 1993, 4-year notes in 1991, and 20-year bon
1986.
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pattern.12 Until that time, GoC bond issuances in terms of timing, size, and maturity
influenced by market preferences and conditions.13 As well, some existing bond issues tha
had a coupon rate close to yields prevailing in its maturity class were sometimes reop
However, a good number of issues were not reopened, and many of these became
illiquid, “orphaned” issues. This resulted in a highly fragmented stock of bonds. Remn
of this practice are still apparent in the current stock of bonds. For example, as of th
of 1997, there were 31 fixed-coupon bonds outstanding that were issued with an or
maturity outside the current key maturity classes of 2-, 5-, 10-, and 30-years. These
had original terms to maturities that ranged from 19 and 25 years. Of these, 19 issue
an amount outstanding less then Can$1 billion and none is greater than Can$3 b
which is a fraction of the current benchmark sizes of Can$7 billion to Can$10 billion.

Gravelle (1998) argues that, although dealer markets are better suited than au
agency markets to handle multiple security market making, a (too) high degre
fragmentation eventually has a negative impact on a dealer’s market-making capab
When market makers hold a large number of instruments in their inventory, this incre
their financing requirements, adds to their (costly) inventory-control activities (includ
hedging activities), and consequently hinders their ability to provide liquidity.

Table 3 presents some statistics on the fixed-coupon instruments for the
countries. Though the U.S. stock of fixed-coupon debt outstanding is about 13 times l
than that of Canada’s, it has only 2.7 times the number of issues outstanding. This ind
that Canada has proportionally a much larger number of issues outstanding. More
assuming that the issuance practices and the amount outstanding of fixed-coupo
remains constant over time in Canada, the steady state number of bond issues outs
would total 34, which is less than half the number issues outstanding at the end of
Theaverage issue size,defined as the outstanding stock divided by the number of issu
tends to capture these facts and thus provides a rough measure of debt
fragmentation.14

12. See Branion (1995) for further details on the change in issuance practices commencing in 1992.

13. Also, the continued issuance of some bonds through syndication (until 1992), in which a high
commission was paid on issues with longer terms to maturity, tended to skew the issuance proc
towards longer maturity bonds. Moreover, the issuance via syndication caused the stock of bon
outstanding to have irregular original maturities.

14. The average issue size for other countries is also available. Inoue (1998) provides data on aver
issue size that include index-linked, zero- and fixed-coupon securities. These are US$5.5 billio
US$8.2 billion, US$5.6 billion, and US$14.3 billion respectively for Italian, Japanese, U.K., and
U.S. government securities markets.
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However, as previously mentioned, in 1992 the Government of Canada adopted s
initiatives that have basically brought its issuance practices in line with that of the U.S. Trea
These initiatives included a commitment to largebenchmarkissues, a regular and transpare
issuance calendar for 2-, 5-, 10-, and 30-year bonds, and common coupon payment dates. O
years, the target sizes of these benchmark issues have been increased with the aim of im
issue liquidity. The current benchmark sizes range between US$5 billion and US$7 billion (C
billion to Can$10 billion).15 The relatively recent initiation of large bond benchmarks explains
part why the average issue size is approximately two-fifths the size of the current benchm
Canada while in the United States, it is a little more than four-fifths that of the current on-the-
This is because the average issue size is also a weighted average of current and past issu
Therefore, these ratios not only indicate how fragmented the Canadian market is versus th
they also show how gradual the increase has been in the on-the-run issue size in the United
relative to the increase in GoC bond issue size. (Or, alternatively, they can show how rela
stable the U.S. benchmark issue sizes have been compared with Canadian.)

Although the bond issuance practices for GoC securities have adopted most o
characteristics of the U.S. Treasury’s bond issuance practices (i.e., the regular issuance o
benchmark securities), one aspect of the GoC primary market differs. The large GoC bond
are achieved via successive, regular reopenings after the initial auction, whereas the U.S. T

Table 3: Debt stock statistics for US and Canadian bond markets (US$Billions)

Canada U.S.a

a. Source: BoJ/ECSC market liquidity study based on 1997 data. Excludes
index-linked and zero-coupon instruments

Fixed-coupon stock outstanding 204.6 2,693.4

Number of issues 77 206

Average issue size 2.6 13.1

Average benchmark or on-the-run issue size 6.4b

b. Excludes no-longer-issued 3-year maturity

15.6

15. The targeted size of the 10-year and 30-year benchmark issues increased from Can$5-6, Can$6-8, Can$6
Can$7-10 billion in 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1996 respectively. Similarly, the target size of the 5-ye
benchmark bond issue rose from Can$4-5, Can$5-7, Can$6-9, to Can$7-10 billion in those same years, w
the target size of the 2-year bond went from Can$3, Can$4, Can$4-6, to Can$7-10 billion.
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issuesnew large benchmarks at almost every auction.16,17This implies that a GoC bond
does not achieve its so-called on-the-run liquidity status—as the most liquid security
maturity class—until its accumulated size nears that of the old benchmark (usually o
second-to-last or last reopening). This also implies that the transfer of the on-th
liquidity status (and the liquidity premium attached to the security’s yield) from the old
the new benchmark may not be as discrete for GoC bonds as it is for U.S. coupon secu

What effect does the practice of reopening issues have on liquidity? It is pos
that the transfer of benchmark status, and in turn the transfer of the liquidity premium
terms of price) associated with the benchmark bond, is as discrete as it is for the one
issue of new bonds (like U.S. Treasury securities). This would imply similar off-the-r
on-the-run liquidity characteristics often noted in the U.S. Treasury market. Howeve
this issuance practice tends to create two bonds in the same maturity class with benc
status and liquidity for even a short period, this may have a positive impact on ma
liquidity since this increases the number of actively traded securities. This assumes th
increase in the number of active bonds does not take away from the liquidity of off-the
bonds (i.e., assumes that liquidity can be concentrated in more than one bond or th
not a zero sum game across the spectrum of bonds within a maturity class). T
knowledge, there has not been any empirical or theoretical research in this area. The
the effect of this issuance practice on market liquidity is left unresolved and lies outsid
the scope of this study.

The issuance practices of the GoC treasury bills (t-bills) have changed relat
little since the mid-1980s. Until late 1997, t-bills were auctioned weekly with 3-, 6-, a
12-month maturities, with the 3-month t-bill being the largest of the three maturities t
issued. Since then, t-bills have been issued every two weeks. The stock of GoC mark
debt had, until recently, continuously increased, allowing for an ever-increasing stoc
t-bills. However, a decision in 1996 to increase the proportion of the fixed-rate debt to
thirds of the gross government debt and the fact that the Government of Canada ha
operating with funding surpluses have resulted in the stock of t-bills steadily declining s
1996.

16. In the end, the number of reopenings depends on the number of reopenings required to achieve
annually announced target size, on whether or not the issue is not too far outside its “key” matur
class, and on the size of the individual auctions. The auctions are in turn dependent on the to
amount of stock being issued within the (budgetary) year. Through most of the period since 199
this has implied that 2-year bonds are reopened once after the initial offering, 5- and 10-year bon
are reopened three times, and 30-year bonds are reopened three to five times. Note that the 2-, 5-
10-year bonds are auctioned quarterly (implying a new 2-year every six months and new 5- and 1
years every year) while the 30-year bond is, as of 1998, auctioned semi-annually.

17. The U.S. Treasury has, at times, chosen to reopen certain fixed-coupon issues (notably 10-y
notes).
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2.2.3 Inventory risks and costs: Futures markets

Large issue sizes and regular, transparent issuance calendars are institutional
underpinning aspects of market liquidity that are termeddebt instrument characteristics. However,
other important institutional differences between U.S. and Canadian government securities m
fall under what we terminventory risk management. Here, we focus on the relative state o
development of interest rate futures markets across the two countries, since a particularly imp
consideration in a dealer’s cost in making markets is the costs associated with hedgin
financing large inventories of government securities.

The repo market also plays an integral role in hedging and financing large inventori
government securities. This market would thus also affect the market maker’s inve
management risks and costs and, in turn, their costs of providing immediacy. However, the s
of data available for the Canadian repo market is relatively short (starting in 1994). (Moreove
BIS recently released a study on repo markets in March 1999 that examines repo m
characteristics across countries.) As such, this study will concentrate on examining the inter
between futures market activity and GoC securities market liquidity.

In Canada, there currently exist two domestic exchange-traded interest rate fu
contracts that are actively traded, both on the Montreal Exchange: the cash delivery 3-m
Canadian Banker’s Acceptance Futures (BAX), and the physical delivery 10-year Governm
Canada Bond Futures (CGB). Recent average daily volume (number of contracts) figures fo
contracts ranged around 31,000 for the BAX and 8,500 for the CGB.18 Though the BAX and CGB
are considered to be successful futures contracts in terms of trading activity by Canadian stan
they fall considerably short of the level of activity of similar contracts traded on Australian, Fre
Japanese, German, U.K., and U.S. exchanges. In comparison with the Canadian daily v
figures, recent figures for the 10-year Treasury notes contract (traded on the CBoT) range
75,000 to 200,000 contracts traded, while the 3-month Eurodollar contract (traded on the CM
ranged from 550,000 to 800,000 contracts traded. The characteristics of both instruments’ a
way they are traded are similar to the CGB and BAX contracts. In fact, the latter contracts
modelled on those traded at the CME/CBoT. In absolute terms, the Canadian futures t
activity is about 1/25 the size of comparable U.S. futures activity. Moreover, there is a sm
number of active interest rate futures traded in Canada. In the United States, there are at l
interest rate futures contracts (6 on CME, 8 on CBoT). This greater breadth of products
United States (not to mention the other U.S. dollar interest rate futures traded on other exch
in and outside the United States), coupled with the lower trading intensity in Canada, indicate

18. The 5-year Government of Canada Bond Futures (CGF) and 1-month Canadian Banker’s Acceptance Fu
(BAR) contracts are recent additions to the futures exchange and rarely average more than a few hun
contracts traded a day. They are therefore not considered, for the purposes of this study, active.
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the development of the interest rate futures market in Canada falls significantly short o
U.S. futures market.

Section 3 below presents some stylized facts for the evolution of trading activity
both futures contracts in Canada.

2.2.4 Transparency

Public access to real-time quote, price, and trade information or ex-post transa
information is often sparse in most government securities markets, the exception bein
U.S. government securities market. Here, real-time market transparency is provide
GovPX Inc.19 Inoue (1998) compares the level of transparency provided in a group o
countries, including Canada and the United States. The data indicate that the le
transparency provided to customers (the public) in Canada lies at the lower end o
spectrum while the U.S. market lies near the upper end. Specifically, customers in Ca
must, in general, contact a series dealer directly to ascertainfirm best bid and ask
quotations. Moreover, historical intraday transaction prices and quantities are not gen
available to the public, though indicative quotations from a select number of dealer
available intradaily to the public from information vendors, such as Bloomberg, Reute
Telerate. With GovPX, the customer side of the cash U.S. government securities ma
much more transparent. (Note that, since this paper was written, CanPX has
introduced.) In the interdealer market, both the Canadian and American markets
comparable levels of transparency with both markets served by a “blind” interdealer b
(IDB) system. This system provides dealers with real-time, screen-basedfirm quotation and
transaction data.

2.2.5 Competition and concentration

Though both the U.S. and Canada have primary dealer systems in which pri
dealers also tend to be market makers in the secondary government securities mark
number and size (in terms of capitalization or operations) of these primary dealers
substantially across countries. In Canada, 27 primary dealers are on one side of the m
of government securities transactions—as is the case in the United States with 32 pr
dealers.20 In Canada, 10 of these primary dealers are involved in over 80 per cent o

19. See Fleming and Remolona (1997) for a description of GovPX data. Note that the Italian GS mark
is also very transparent (see Inoue [1998] and Scalia and Vacca [1998] for some details).

20. Note that, since this study was written, the primary dealer structure in Canada has chang
somewhat, in tandem with the implementation of new GoC auction rules that took effect in the fall o
1998.
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secondary market turnover reported by primary dealers. Unfortunately, data on the level o
dealer competition are not available.

The size and diversity of the customer base faced by market makers in a GS marke
also play a role in their ability to provide liquidity. Therefore, concentration in the customer
should also be considered when comparing market structures. Anecdotal evidence indicate
although financial markets have been globalizing over the years, dealers in Canada have a
smaller and less heterogeneous customer base for GoC securities than do the U.S. Tre
Evidence presented in Section 3 indicates that the customer base in Canada has diversified
1990s with an increasing proportion of non-residents being included in the customer turnove
Of the domestic customer base that actively trades their portfolios, market participants
suggested that the base is proportionally smaller than the active U.S. customer base and t
dominated by a handful of large institutions. These large institutions tend to use their market p
to force the dealers to compete aggressively for their business. Of the other smaller, rela
active domestic customers, there tends to be less diversity in trading strategies and market
This is in part due to the small number of constituent players. On the other hand, the U.S
market not only attracts a large international base of customers—due to the depth of this m
and the U.S. dollar’s role as a reserve currency—it also has, arguably, the largest and
heterogeneous domestic customer base.

3. Secondary market liquidity for GoC securities in the 1990s

In this section, we offer some time-series measures for the liquidity of the Governme
Canada securities market. Trading volume (or turnover), which measures the accumulated v
transactions over a fixed period, is an often-used measure of market liquidity in GS market
the other hand, a measure of market liquidity that has a strong theoretical appeal would
closely approximate trading intensity.21Theory predicts that market makers, who provide liquidi
by absorbing short-term order imbalances that disappear once the other side of the market em
will benefit from a higher level of trading intensity since they will wait a shorter period of time
take advantage of a rebalancing or offsetting order. Therefore, the aggregate turnover ratio, d
as total turnover divided by the stock of securities, tends to do a better job than simple turno
capturing the level of liquidity prevalent in a market, since the aggregate turnover ratio b
approximates trading intensity. If turnover increased without a corresponding increase in th
stock of GS, in principal this would imply an increase in (aggregate) trading frequency. At the
of the first subsection, we discuss some of the limitations of using aggregate turnover ratio d

21. Amihud and Mendelson (1986) show that, in equilibrium, liquidity of an asset is correlated with its tradin
frequency. Datar, Naik, and Radcliffe (1998) suggest that an asset’s turnover rate, defined as the numbe
units) of the asset traded divided by the stock outstanding of this asset, has several advantages over the
commonly used quoted bid-ask spreads proxy. One advantage is its direct relation to the trade frequenc
the asset.
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an approximation for the level of liquidity in GS markets. Optimally, one requires data
the number of transactions and on the size of the transactions for each indiv
government security to get a more precise measure of trading intensity and liqu
However, given data availability limitations, we use aggregate turnover ratio data
proxy for the evolution of market liquidity in Canada. The usefulness of these data is b
on the assumption that the dispersion of trading activity across outstanding GoC sec
remains relatively constant over time.

The level of trading intensity is also reflected in the dealers’ quoted bid-ask spr
Since inventory-control or rebalancing risks diminish as trading intensity increases, s
does the inventory-control component of the spread. However, the spread in many w
a better proxy for liquidity than the (aggregate) turnover ratio measure. This is becaus
spread reflects not only the trading intensity of the instrument, but other factors su
adverse selection, transparency regimes, an asset’s price volatility, dealer competitio
the other (unobserved) factors influencing market-making costs. We also present
evidence on the evolution of market liquidity based on quoted bid-ask spreads. The
assumed to better reflect the transaction costs charged by market makers to inv
demanding immediacy. Although spread data is available at the daily frequency for G
t-bills, detailed high-frequency data for Government of Canada bonds are not availa

Because a link exists between the market makers’ ability to manage inventory
and futures market liquidity, we also present some trading statistics for interest rate fu
that trade on the Montreal Exchange.

3.1 Government of Canada secondary market turnover over time

This section presents an overview of the evolution of the trading volume over
and across types of GoC market participants. We start by discussing the time-
properties of total trading volume as reported to the Bank of Canada by prim
distributors.22 Figure 1 presents both the bond and t-bill total weekly trading volume (w
the 8-week moving average depicted by the thick line). This figure indicates that the
trading volume has been trending upward, until approximately the fourth quarter of 1
where it has since plateaued. The volume of transactions in the treasury bill marke

22. Each of the primary distributors/dealers submits a money market and bond market trading report t
covers one week of fixed-income trading. The trading volume is segmented into several categor
that include a primary distributors sales and purchases from other investment dealers, interdea
brokers, banks, other domestic market participants (customers), and non-resident mar
participants. The trading volume is also segmented across trading instruments such as Governm
of Canada marketable securities, provincial marketable securities, corporate fixed-incom
instruments, and asset-backed securities, to name a few.
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increased from 1990 to early 1996. Since that time, the trading volume for t-bills has dec
substantially to levels comparable to that in 1990.23

Regarding the evolution of market liquidity—at least in terms of an indicative measure
as turnover—Figure 1 implies that the GoC bond market has become increasingly more liquid
the early 1990s while the t-bill market has seen a continual decline in trading activity since
1996, after an extended period of increasing liquidity.

3.1.1 Effective supply conditions

What are some of the factors that led to this increasing trend in GoC bond turnover an
recent decline in treasury bill trading volumes? Gravelle (1998) and Miyanoya, Inoue, and
(1997) suggest that the effective supply of debt instruments is one factor that affects their tr
activity, and, in turn, their liquidity. Effective supply is defined as the supply of the security in
hands ofactivemarket participants (which is equal to the total supply less the supply that is in
hands of buy-and-hold market participants).24 It is argued that, as the effective supply of the
instruments increases, so should its trading activity. Effective supply, in turn, tends to increas
the amount outstanding of these instruments. Gravelle (1998) suggests that a greater e
supply of individual benchmark bonds produces a positive participation externality on the tra
activity of these instruments.25This implies that, other things being equal, trading activity for the
instruments should increase (decrease) more quickly than the rise (fall) in their issue size. W
call this theeffective supply hypothesis.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the issuing practices in the GoC bond market
restructured to build up distinct benchmark bond maturities of significant size. This chan
regime provides us with a specific event to gather evidence for the hypothesis that increase
issue’s size have a positive effect on turnover. Similarly, on-the-run t-bill issue size has decr
since 1996 as the government moved to issuing a higher proportion of its debt as fixe
(coupon) debt and as government funding requirements decreased.

Some effects of increased GS issue size are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The top pa
these two figures present the average weekly turnover (averaged over a month) and the a
outstanding (stock) of GoC bonds and t-bills respectively. Figure 2 indicates that the av

23. Note that, currently, the turnover data are available at no higher than the weekly frequency. Also, collection
weekly GoC turnover data began in 1989.

24. Effective supply may be increased by repo or securities lending transaction where securities are lent ou
buy-and-hold portfolios. Symmetrically, effective supply diminishes as GS securities are stripped.

25. This positive participation externality explanation is similar to the idea that liquidity is self-reinforcing or tha
a feedback loop between trading volume and market liquidity exists. Harris (1993) calls this phenomenon
order flow externality in markets. Economides (1993) describes this in the context of electronic call marke
as a network externality. Finally, Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) describe a similar concept when explaini
why trading tends to concentrate at particular times of the day.
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weekly turnover for bonds has generally trended upward in tandem with the increa
outstanding stock and benchmark size of GoC bonds. Similarly, Figure 3 indicates th
t-bill turnover tends to be highly correlated with the stock of these instruments. (Altho
there was no formal policy in place, average on-the-run t-bill issue size did increase
result of greater government funding needs before 1996.)26 The bottom panels present th
monthly turnover ratio, defined as the average monthly turnover divided by the stock o
GoC securities, for both the bond and t-bill market. The rise in the bond turnover ratio
indication that trading volume has increased more than one-for-one with the increase
size of the outstanding stock of bonds. Thus, the evidence presented in Figure 2 is con
with the effective supply hypothesis. The same can be said for t-bill trading volume. A
stock of t-bills increased from 1990 to 1995, so too did the turnover ratio (see bottom p
of Figure 3). After 1995, however, the transaction volume for t-bills has declined some
more quickly than the stock supporting the hypothesis that there exists a positive issu
externality.

Aggregate turnover ratio caveat

In the above discussion, we referred to aggregate turnover ratio data unde
assumption that these data do a better job of capturing the level of liquidity prevalen
market than do raw turnover data. However, an increase in the aggregate turnover rati
not necessarily imply that each individual security experienced an increase in tra
activity (or trading frequency). It is possible that certain individual securities experien
a reduction in trade frequency, as aggregate trade frequency increased. What does th
for market-wide liquidity? When there is no decline in trading activity for any individu
security, an increase in aggregate turnover translates into an increase in marke
trading intensity and liquidity. But when certain securities experience a decline in tra
activity as others experience an increase in trading frequency, it is not clear whethe
market as a whole has become more liquid or whether some individual securities
become more liquid at the expense of others. Without data on the individual secur
trading activity, a measure of liquidity is not possible at the disaggregated level. More
the effective supply hypothesis is based on the relation between the issue size and t
activity of individual instruments. Therefore, without the assumption that the dispersio
trading activity across the stock of GS remains relatively constant over time, it is not
that increases in the turnover ratio reflect increases in trading frequency (and, in
market liquidity) arising from the effective supply consequences of larger individ
benchmark issues. (In Section 4, we suggest a more powerful method to test the eff
supply hypothesis.)

26. Since there were no changes in the issuance frequency (until late 1997) of t-bills and since t-b
securities roll over relatively quickly, an increase in on-the-run issue size would necessarily occur
tandem with an increase in government funding financed with t-bill securities.
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As the preceding discussion makes clear, when usingaggregatedturnover data, one mus
make assumptions about possible changes in the dispersion of trading activity across the s
individual securities. It also implies that cross-country comparisons of market liquidity base
aggregate turnover ratio data are most likely biased since the dispersion of trading activity
the stock of GS invariably differs across countries. For example, two countries with e
aggregate turnover ratios may in fact have significantly different (aggregate) trading intens
when trading activity (and turnover) in one country is concentrated in a smaller numbe
instruments relative to the other. Moreover, as noted by Inoue (1998), the central bank’s
government’s practice of holding a large proportion of the stock of marketable securities
maturity may affect the effective turnover ratio. These practices vary across countries, imp
that the turnover ratios are not directly comparable across countries. However, within a count
under the assumption that the dispersion of trading activity across its stock of GS is const
relatively persistent, aggregate turnover ratios are likely a good approximation for chang
trading intensity and liquidity (over time) and a useful indicator for effective supply consequen

3.1.2 Inventory control/rebalancing

Since the GoC market is an OTC dealer market where market makers are the predo
supplier of liquidity, it is important to understand how dealers maintain their desired leve
inventory. Do they lay off (acquire) their unwanted (wanted) inventory positions thro
interdealer brokers or do they trade bilaterally with other dealers or customers? Inve
management via interdealer brokers (IDBs) has very different informational consequence
does inventory management occurring via bilateral transactions. Thus the price formation p
and/or the liquidity provision process will differ between markets with different levels
interdealer broking. An advantage of trading via interdealer brokers is that it enables deal
rebalance their inventory position quickly. If dealers are continuously hit by customer orde
varying size and direction, the process of rebalancing their inventory positions is faster
interdealer broking trades than with direct bilateral interdealer trades. In theory, therefore
greater use of interdealer trade should improve the dealers’ ability both to absorb order flo
and to provide liquidity. However, as the work of Lyons (1996) suggests, the interdealer b
market is also an avenue where dealers extract information on aggregate order flow. Theref
increasing use of interdealer brokers may reflect an endogenously driven change in the le
aggregate order flow transparency. This section attempts to illuminate the evolution of de
position control activities in the GoC market.

The first panel in Table 4 presents the average turnover of primary dealer (PD) tra
conducted with various types of counterparties, as a per cent of total PD trading. The perce
are averaged over subperiods to provide a sense of the evolution the market. The bottom p
this table shows the average percentage of total interdealer trading that occurs through inte
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brokers (IDBs) and the average percentage of non-resident trading as a proportion o
customer trading. Note also the customer figures presented in Panel A include non-re
turnover and thus the percentages add up to a figure that is greater than 100.

Figure 4 displays graphically the data summarized in Panel A of Table 4. A
evident from the table and figure, there is a clear rapid increase in the use of interd
brokers on the part of primary distributors (the irregular dashed line). Most dealers su
that the decrease in broker fees over the years is likely the main contributing factor t
increasing use of interdealer brokers. Nonetheless, the increasing use of IDBs does
an increasing level of anonymous trading among the dealers. Moreover, interdealer b
trades tend to be more numerous and at pre-set sizes than are direct interdealer tra
trades with customers. The trade size in the interdealer broker market also varies little
time when compared to the trade size variation observed by dealers when trading bilat
with customers or other dealers. These two facts imply that, even though the decli
broker fees may have been the impetus for the increasing use of IDBs by dealers, it
the end changed the manner in which they rebalance their inventory positions. In
words, the increasing reliance on IDBs implies an explicit change in the dealers’ inven
management behaviour. Interdealer broker services have been shown to reduce sear
and thus the costs of transacting in dealership markets (see Garbade [1978]). Despi
little research has been carried out into the informational or strategic consequenc
allowing dealers to trade among themselves via interdealer brokers as opposed to t
directly in bilateral transactions. Hence, the most we can conclude from the increase in
trading by dealers is that it may have reduced their costs to making markets.

Table 4: Proportion of total primary dealer trading by counterparty

PDs share of trading with: 91-93 94-96 97-98

Panel A: Counterparty trading (%)

IDBs 30.6 37.2 39.3

Other dealers directly 15.8 10.2 7.1

Non-residents 15.2 19.7 22.7

Customers 53.7 52.6 53.6

Panel B: Within category trading (%)

IDB/ Total interdealer 65.8 78.5 84.7

Non-resident/total cus-
tomer

28.4 37.5 42.3
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One can also discern from Figure 4 an increasing trend in the volume of transaction c
out by PDs with non-residents (the dotted line).27 Panel A of Table 4 indicates that non-reside
turnover has increased from 15.2 per cent of total turnover (conducted by PDs) to approxim
22.7 per cent in the last subperiod. Moreover, non-resident turnover went from 28.4 per cent o
customer turnover to 42.3 per cent of total customer turnover. This increasing trend in non-re
trading parallels the increasing prevalence of large foreign institutional clients interested in
securities, something often noted in conversations with dealers. A second possibility is tha
increase in non-resident trading may reflect the entry of large foreign dealers who tend to
larger proportion of their transactions with non-residents.

Evidence presented in Table 5 shows that the large foreign-based GoC primary deale
to do a larger proportion of their trades with non-residents than do domestic dealers. The prop
of total bond trading completed by the top six domestic primary dealers is compared to that
top seven foreign dealers. The results indicate that, since 1995, the domestic dealers h
average completed 19 per cent of their trading with non-residents while it has been 22 per c
foreign-based dealers. The contrast is more dramatic for the t-bill sector of the GoC sec
market. Since 1995, foreign-based dealers have completed on average 21 per cent o
transactions with non-residents as counterparties while it has averaged 8 per cent for domes
However, the increased PD trading with non-residents cannot be attributed solely to the en
large foreign dealers. As indicated in Table 5, domestic dealers have increasingly transacte
non-residents in the bond sector since 1994. This is also the case for foreign dealers in th
and, to a lesser extent, bond sectors. This supports the dealer community’s view that ther
increasing prevalence of foreign investors in the GoC market.

27. Non-resident transactions (as reported by primary dealers) are defined as direct trades with non-resi
individual or institutional clients. Trades with foreign affiliates of the reporting PD are also considered to be
this category. Intrafirm trades with foreign branches are not considered non-resident trades.
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Note that market participants suggest that part of the increase in non-res
trading by domestic (and implicitly by foreign dealers) may be caused, in part, by
increasing size of their foreign affiliates, since transactions with affiliates are counte
non-resident trades in our data set. However, assuming that this plays a small rol
growth of non-resident trading is assumed to have affected positively the size
heterogeneity of the customer base (over and above any growth that may have occu
the domestic customer base for GoC securities).

What does a potential increase in customer base size and heterogeneity impl
important factor, and one that affects the supply of liquidity in dealer markets, is the ab
of market makers to lay off or acquire positions (and hedge their inventory risks), u
their account/customer base rather than transacting in the interdealer. In effect, deale
depend, to a certain extent, on customer transactions as a source for inventor
management activities. This concept is not new and has recently been modelled by
(1996).28 The availability of the customer market as a source of position control w
depend on the size and heterogeneity of the market maker’s customer base (a
transparency of the market as shown by Lyons [1996]). If the customer base is not
large or its views (investor characteristics) not very diverse, then the market maker’s
flows (the aggregate direction of flows) will likely fluctuate to greater extent than wou
market maker’s with a large and heterogeneous customer base. Similarly, fluctuations
availability of the customer market for position control will increase as the size and

Table 5: Proportion of non-resident trading as a percentage of total trading

Secondary bond market trading Secondary t-bill market trading

Year Foreign dealers Domestic dealers Foreign dealers Domestic deale

1994 NA 14.3 NA 8.8

1995 20.9 16.9 14.2 7.1

1996 20.1 20.0 20.7 7.2

1997 23.8 19.7 24.2 9.4

1998Q2 22.8 19.3 23.0 8.1

verage (1994-1998Q2) 18.1 8.1

verage (1995-1998Q2) 21.9 19.0 20.5 7.9

28. Lyons (1996) models how this customer activity enables dealers to shift some of the inventory ri
they bear as market makers back onto their customers, if dealership markets are not too transpa
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heterogeneity of its customer base decreases.29 We discuss the implications of this change in th
composition of customer trading for the ability of dealers to manage their positions in Sectio

3.1.3 Hedging inventory risks: Futures markets

Rather than directly increasing or decreasing their inventories by laying off or acqu
securities, dealers can hedge their positions using interest rate futures. In turn, this tends to e
dealer’s ability to hedge its trades, reduces the bid-ask spread (or increases the size they tra
given spread), and thus increases liquidity. Second, increased activity in the futures market d
generates trading volume in the cash market due to arbitrage transactions. Thus, well-dev
and liquid futures markets tend to enhance the liquidity of the underlying cash GS market. I
subsection, we investigate the evolution of interest rate futures turnover in Canada.

Figures 5 and 6 display the average daily volume (over a month) and month-end
interest for all the BAX and CGB contracts outstanding from January 1990 to September
These figures illustrate that the BAX contract is clearly the more active of the two interest
futures contracts, with open interest and trading volume figures approximately 4 to 6 times g
than the CGB futures (in terms of number of contracts). One of the more interesting fea
depicted in these figures is the tendency of these futures contracts to reach plateaus in te
trading activity. For example, both the BAX and CGB volume remained range bound
approximately early 1997, after having increased substantially from 1993 till mid-1994. A
sharply increasing over a brief period in early 1997, the volume figures for the CGB contract
remained range bound till August 1998. Therefore, there tends to be some persistence in
trading activity. In other words, once an increase in trading activity does occur, for wha
reason, the level of activity does not revert to the low levels that preceded the increase. T
consistent with the hypothesis that high trading activities are self-enforcing or self-sustaining30To
elaborate, there is a persistence to the level of trading activity because the higher trading a
attracts market participants that previously found the market too inactive, which in turn incre
trading activity and attracts more market participants and so on.

The growth in trading activity in both the BAX and CGB contracts in 1993–1994 and in
BAX for 1997 tends to coincide with an anticipated increases in interest rates and/or with a r
interest rate volatility (or uncertainty). Some support for this hypothesis is presented in Fig
where the monthly 3-month Banker’s Acceptances and 10-year bond yields are displayed
thicker lines while their daily observations are displayed in the thinner lines. Specifically, 3-m
and 10-year yields increased considerably during 1994 while 3-month rates in Canada incre

29. In other words, orders received by a particular dealer are more likely to be distributed symmetrica
(normally) around zero the greater the customer base and the more heterogeneous.

30. Pagano (1989) and Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) consider questions related to this self-supporting
feedback aspect of market liquidity.
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1997–1998. Though 10-year yields steadily decreased through most of 1997–1998, th
also a period in which the Asian financial crisis came to the fore, perhaps explaining in
the 1997 rise in CGB activity. As indicated in Figures 5 and 6, the most striking increa
trading activity for both the CGB and the BAX contracts occurred in August–Septem
1998. August 1998 was the month that the Canadian currency came under extreme pr
with the Bank of Canada raising its policy rate by a 100 basis points; where 10-year y
rose more than 100 basis points after declining for more than a year; and in which the
financial crisis took on a more global flavour as Russia devalued its currency. This cu
analysis implies that the increase in futures activity may be linked to an increase in he
activity by dealers and other market participants due to rising interest rate volatility. N
also that investors who expect debt instrument prices to decline (or expect interest ra
rise) would find it considerably easier to “go short” in the futures market rather than in
underlying cash market due to less-onerous margin requirements. However,
discrepancy in speculative trading activity between the futures and cash market is n
pronounced for investors wishing to “go long” based on expectations of declining inte
rates. This structural asymmetry in the ease with which a market participant can sh
instrument could explain the increase in futures activity during periods of rising (expec
interest rates and is not necessarily related to market participants’ hedging activity
faced with increased volatility.31

Boisvert and Harvey (1998) also suggest that the recent increase trading activ
BAX futures is in part due to the decline in the supply of treasury bills that has occu
since mid-1996. (Compare the amount of t-bills outstanding in Figure 3 to BAX o
interest levels, Figure 5, during the 1996–1998 period.) They suggest that inve
interested in taking (speculative) positions in the money market have tended increas
to invest in the BAX market rather than the treasury bill market in order to avoid techn
problems linked to the t-bills’ dwindling supply.

Recent conversation with dealers suggests a third explanation for the 1997–
rise in trading activity. They mentioned that the arrival of additional “locals” from Chica
and France in the Montreal trading pits may be in part responsible for the increase in
futures activity.32 Also, it was noted that the sudden increase in CGB activity was du
the arrival of foreign investors (such as hedge funds) who participate in futures ma
only after the volume of transactions crosses a critical threshold (e.g., 10,000 contrac
day).

31. However, a well-developed repo market makes it easier for market participants, dealers in particu
to short the cash instrument. This in turn reduces the margin-related asymmetry that exists betw
the cash and futures market for investors wishing to “go short.”

32. Locals in futures markets act in a similar way to market makers.
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3.2 Competition/concentration

Increased market-maker competition is generally assumed to enhance market liquid33

Intuitively, market makers will compete with each other for order flow for two reasons. First
increasing number of transactions for a given bid-ask spread will increase market-making tr
volume and profits. Second, the larger the market maker’s share of aggregate order flow, the
precise is the market maker’s proprietary information on the securities’ expected price movem
the greater its proprietary trading profits (which are distinct from its market-making prof
However, as is the case in goods markets, the predominate way market makers compete fo
flow is by setting the best (lowest) price, which in terms of government securities markets m
the best (narrowest) bid-ask spread. And, because narrower bid-ask spreads are gen
reflection of the costs of immediacy, this implies that increased competition leads to gr
liquidity.

Given the above discussion, it is clear that changes in the level of dealer concentratio
time may contribute to the evolution of GoC securities’ market liquidity. In Canada,
government securities industry has undergone a series of mergers amongdomesticdealers (and
Banks) since 1987. (However, as we explain below, there has also been the entry of foreign
dealers since 1987.) One of the ongoing concerns of the authorities has been the effects o
mergers on the integrity of the secondary market for Canadian government securities. It is be
that reducing the number of active market-maker dealers has caused, or will eventually ca
reduction in the level of market liquidity.

In the industrial organization literature, there are several measures of market concen
available. In this study we calculate three measures, the 6- and 10-firm concentration ratios a
Herfindahl index. These concentration measures, presented in Table 6, are calculated in te
each dealer’s share of yearly secondarybondmarket turnover from 1993 to the second quarter
1998.34,35These data indicate a declining trend in secondary market concentration during a p
where two major mergers, among the top tier of domestic primary dealers, occurred and whe
foreign-based dealers gained primary dealer status.

Specifically, on September 1994 two primary dealers, that ranked among the top
terms of 1993 secondary bond market turnover, merged. On September 1996, another

33. One should note, however, that it is not necessarily the case that a greater number of market makers lea
greater competition. Dutta and Madhavan (1997) show that collusive (non-competitive) outcomes are poss
independent of the number of market makers.

34. The firm concentration ratios measure the sum of the market share for the top 6 or 10 primary dealers in te
of their secondary market turnover. The Herfindahl index is defined as the sum of the squared market share
all reporting primary dealers. See Tirole (1988) for details.

35. Dealer concentration is, perhaps, better measured in terms of dealers’ share ofcustomerturnover, rather than
customer plus interdealer turnover. This would be a cleaner measure of the actual level of competition t
exists for customer order flow but it was not available for this study.
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occurred between two firms that ranked among the top 8 in terms of 1995 secondary
market turnover. Further, three foreign-based dealers gained primary dealer sta
November 1995, while another gained PD status in October 1994.36Note also that six other
foreign dealers had attained PD status before 1993. While some of these dealers
subsequently dropped out of the PD ranks, two have seen their share of secondary
trading activity increase to the point where they are now rank among the top echel
primary dealers.

In the top panel of Table 6, the concentration statistics for 1994 and 1996
calculated, assuming that the merged firms remained separate trading entities for the
year. The bottom panel combines the firms to form one trading entity throughout the
Because the mergers occurred two-thirds of the way through the year,37 actual
concentration statistics should in reality lie somewhere in between these figures. Thu
weighting the top and bottom 1994 and 1996 measures by the proportion of the yea

36. Note that, since dealers have to meet certain trading activity requirements to be accorded PD sta
it implies that they had maintained a threshold level of secondary (and primary) market activity ove
an extended period preceding the date they become PDs. This imples that the PD in qestion w
likely taking away market share from existing PDs before it officially joined the PD ranks.

Table 6: Measures of concentration in secondary bond market turnover

Year
6-firm concentration

ratio
10-firm concentration

ratio
Herfindahl Index

1993 0.647 0.898 0.0907

1994 0.627 (0.638) 0.886 (0.892) 0.0878 (0.0899)

1995 0.618 0.840 0.0817

1996 0.614 (0.626) 0.798 (0.810) 0.0787 (0.0821)

1997 0.597 0.841 0.0815

1998Q2 0.607 0.834 0.0817

1994* 0.660 0.905 0.0940

1996* 0.651 0.835 0.0889

37. Note also that, before these firms started reporting the trading volume as one entity, there was lik
a period of several weeks for which these firms’ trading desks were already behaving cooperative
(or as one trading desk).
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the firms reported their trading data as separate entities, we have adjusted the estimates
concentration statistics to better reflect this fact. These calculations are presented in brack

The data indicate that the entry of new foreign dealers or the capture of greater market
by existing foreign-based dealers has had a greater impact on concentration measures than
mergers among relatively large domestic PDs during the sample period.38 These data also suppor
the widely held view that gains in market share arising from mergers in the securities industr
at best, fleeting. A combined firm’s market share is never expected to equal the simple addit
the individual pre-merger market shares of each firm; large clients prefer to spread their bu
among several firms (in order, among other things, to better hide their trading strategies).

Secondary market turnover share data are also available for the t-bill sector of the
securities market. Concentration measures for t-bill trading are presented in Table 7. The
greater degree of concentration in the t-bill sector when it is compared with the bond secto
instance, the 6-firm concentration ratio for t-bill trading was on average near 80 per cent durin
sample period while it was near 60 per cent for bond trading. After an initial decre
concentration in the t-bill sector has remained relative stable as illustrated by the 10
concentration ratios. This has occurred even as new entrants and mergers occurred in th
securities market (as indicated above). This likely reflects the fact that trading in the t-bill sec
highly concentrated in the top 6 firms whose composition has changed relatively little over 

38. Moreover, this declining trend has occurred even as the number of primary bond market distributors/dea
declined from 48 in January 1993 to 27 in the second quarter of 1998. However, the dealers who lost their
status generally lost it because their behaviour was not consistent with that of market makers. Specifica
their primary and secondary market trading activity was in fact minuscule in comparison to the remainin
PDs. But, as we mentioned, offsetting this was the arrival of several large foreign dealers.

Table 7: Measures of concentration in secondary t-bill market turnover

Year
6-firm concentration

ratio
10-firm concentration

ratio
Herfindahl Index

1993 0.849 0.960 0.152

1994 0.796 (0.800) 0.959 (0.962) 0.133 (0.136)

1995 0.795 0.956 0.139

1996 0.790 (0.806) 0.947 (0.956) 0.134 (0.141)

1997 0.792 0.954 0.128

1998Q2 0.829 0.949 0.151

1994* 0.803 0.966 0.140

1996* 0.821 0.965 0.148
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In summary, the decreasing trend in concentration observed in the bond secto
likely contributed to pressures that narrow the bid-ask spread on these securities. In
t-bill sector, concentration remained relatively stable at a higher level, reducing
likelihood that spreads were subjected to competive factors that would tend to narrow

3.3 Bid-ask spreads over time

One measure of market liquidity often utilized is some measure of bid-ask spre
As mentioned in the introduction, the bid-ask spread reflects the costs to the deal
providing immediacy. These costs includeinventory management costs, trading costs, and
costs associated with trading with a better-informed investor (adverse-selection costs).39

Given the discussion in the previous subsection, the spread may also be affected by th
of competition among dealers.

Recent conversations with dealers indicate that benchmark bond spreads th
most of the 1990s have averaged 2 cents for the 2-year, 3 to 5 cents for the 5-year, 5
for the 10-year, and 7-10 cents for the 30-year for every $100 face value. These are q
spreads for transactions up to the $100 million range. (Non-benchmark or off-the
securities are quoted with somewhat higher spreads.) Unfortunately, high-frequency
series bond spread data were not available for this study.

Data at a daily frequency are available for quoted treasury bill spreads. Figu
presents the weekly average of daily observations of the 90-day t-bill spreads in ter
yield from January 1990 to October 1998. Figure 9 adds the 180- and 360-day bid-ask
spreads to the 90-day spreads presented in Figure 8. Of the three maturities, the 90
t-bill tends to have the narrowest spread, a reflection of its greater amount outstandin
greater turnover and, thus, its greater liquidity on average. An examination of Figures
8 highlights the correlation between sudden increases in the 3-month yields and the s
increase in the bid-ask spreads for 90-day treasury bills. These are apparent in 1992
early part of 1995, and again in late 1997 and early 1998. There is also a sharp incre
spreads again in August to October 1998. It is clear that an increase in interest rate vo
or uncertainty has a direct impact on the market makers’ willingness to provide (or cos
providing) liquidity. As 3-month interest rates increase in a sudden manner, so do
spreads. This increase in the cost of immediacy supplied by market makers is a refle
of the higher inventory risk management costs they face. As interest rate uncert
volatility increases, dealers will tend to manage their position more closely or, alternati
they will reduce their position altogether. This in turn leads to a reduction in their abilit
supply immediacy. Second, higher interest rate volatility will tend to reduce the order

39. Flood et al. (1998) argue that, aside from inventory-holding costs, order-processing or trading cos
and adverse-selection costs, there is a fourth component to the spread based on search costs.
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that dealers observe; this then reduces the dealer’s ability to manage their positions. This to
negative impact on the dealer’s costs of supplying immediacy and in turn a positive impact o
bid-ask spreads they quote. In summary, market makers will widen their quoted spreads
faced with increased inventory risks as their inventory-control component of the spread inc
Moreover, it is unlikely that other components of the spread (adverse selection, and trading
would vary over such a brief period.

This observed increase in t-bill spreads is not unlike the intraday widening of spreads
in the U.S. Treasury market reported by Fleming and Remolona (1997). Specifically, they fin
intraday spreads will increase in reaction to sharp price changes that arise from the release
public information. The data we have are at a lower frequency than in the Fleming and Rem
study. This implies either that the period of high price volatility is more persistent than the intr
price movements observed by Fleming and Remolona (i.e., they occur over days rather tha
several minutes) or that the spreads’ reaction to a relatively short period (minutes) of price vol
is relatively persistent. A review of the daily 3-month interest rate series (see Figure 7) re
several periods of large, persistentinterdayyield changes (notably late 1992); this is consiste
with the former explanation. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that, though spreads
concurrently with periods of increased yield volatility and that this volatility is fairly persiste
spreads tend to revert to their original pre-volatile (average) levels a significant time afte
period of yield-volatility has ceased; this is consistent with the latter explanation. This l
observation may be due to a lack ofaggressive competition among dealers.

Ignoring the large, sudden increase in spreads that occurred in August–September
one can discern an increasing trend in spreads since early 1996 that may be attributed to the
in the outstanding supply of t-bills. Symmetrically, there seems to be a decreasing trend
beginning of the sample, from 1990 to about mid-1994 (ignoring the transitory increases
occurred in late 1992) that is correlated with a rise in the supply of t-bills. Boisvert and Ha
(1998) present some evidence on the spreads’ negative correlation with the supply of t-bills,
speaks to the idea that increases in the effective supply of a security have a positive affect
liquidity (see Subsection 3.1). Boisvert and Harvey (1998) show that there has been a decline
volume of transactions accompanying the decline in the supply of t-bills (see Figure 3). To su
their hypothesis that a decreasing supply of t-bills since 1996 has had a negative effect on liq
they add that the when-issued market for t-bills has also become less active. This indicate
market makers find it riskier to sell t-bills forward (ahead of the auction); while spreads betw
t-bill yields and those of comparable instruments (bankers’ acceptances) have widened, ref
the market participants’ inelastic demand for t-bills. It is difficult, however, to untangle the eff
of the yield volatility on bid-ask spreads from the liquidity effects arising from supply change
simply examining Figures 3, 7, and 8. In Section 4, we present some empirical evidence o
matter.
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4. Some quantitative assessments

In this section, we consider, in a slightly more formal setting, two hypotheses.
first is that increases in the effective supply has a positive effect on secondary m
trading activity for (cash) GoC securities as well as a negative (narrowing) effect on
ask spreads. The second hypothesis is that interest rate volatility or uncertainty
positive (widening) effect on bid-ask spreads.

4.1 Bid-ask hypotheses

4.1.1 Yield volatility hypothesis

A simple linear regression of the 90-day t-bill bid-ask spread on squared d
changes in 90-day yields—a rough proxy for yield volatility—plus four lags of the spr
results in a significant positive coefficient being attached to the volatility proxy. T
estimated coefficient on the volatility proxy is presented in the first row of Table 8. T
result is consistent with the hypothesis that periods of increased price/yield volatility
a positive impact on spreads.40

4.1.2 Effective supply hypothesis

We also ran a second separate regression in which the volatility proxy is repl
by the stock of outstanding t-bills. In this case, the coefficient for the outstanding stoc
t-bills is significant and negative. The estimated coefficient on the t-bill stock is prese
second row of Table 8. This is consistent with the hypothesis that an increase in the s
the debt instrument would increase the supply of the security in the hands of active m
participants (as opposed to buy-and-hold participants), increasing the effective supp
thus increasing the security’s liquidity, which is reflected in a narrowing of the spread

Finally, a regression was carried out in which both the volatility proxy and the st
of t-bills are right-hand-side variable. The regression results, presented in Table 8 b
indicate that both variables are significant at the 5 per cent level.

40. Note that Ho and Stoll’s (1983) model of bid-ask spreads in dealership markets predicts that t
spread will depend positively on the variance of the asset’s return, which is assumed to be a tim
invariant characteristic of the asset itself. Although these results seem consistent with the predict
of their model, it is not clear whether the Ho and Stoll model can be mapped into a dynamic settin
where the price volatility varies over time.
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A regression of the spread on only the lagged-spread variables yields an adjustR2

measure of 0.354. This is largely a result of the t-bill spread variable’s high degree of persis
However, both the stock of t-bills and the volatility proxy, when added as explanatory varia
(row 3), tend to improve the fit of the regression, with theR2 measure increasing to 0.417. Note th
regression 1 was carried out with the same variables observed at a daily frequency. The
remained qualitatively the same. Note, as a test for Granger-type causality, up to 5 lags of th
independent variables were added to the regressions. However, they were found to be insign
with, and without, the current (date t) independent variables present.

4.2 Turnover hypothesis

4.2.1 Effective supply hypothesis: Bond market

We start by considering the effective supply hypothesis where liquidity is proxied by
bond turnover ratio. A simple linear regression of the bond turnover ratio on an index of the
of outstanding bonds plus 5 lags of the ratio variable results in a significant positive coefficie
the stock variable. The estimated coefficient and Adj.R2are present in the first row of Table 9. Thi
result tends to support the hypothesis that an increase in the size of the benchmark issue in
its liquidity.

Table 8: Linear regression results for t-bill spreads

Specification Volatility coefficient Stock coefficient Adj. R2 D-W Box-Pierce

1 2.465e-4*
(5.168)

0.389 1.998 23.517

2 -4.31e-6*
(-3.906)

0.371 1.954 23.507

3 2.742e-4*
(5.838)

-5.09e-6*
(-4.742)

0.417 2.006 17.869

Regression based on 456 observations of daily data averaged over a week from January 1990 to October 1998.
T-statistics are in parentheses. D-W indicates the Durbin-Watson statistic and the Box-Pierce Statistics for serial
correlation is based on 20 autocorrelations. The 5% critical value for the Box-Pierce statistic is 31.4.

* Indicates that the estimate is significant at the 5% level. The lagged coefficients, though not presented, were
statistically significant.
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4.2.2 Effective supply hypothesis: T-bill market

The same hypothesis is considered for t-bill turnover. By regressing the t
turnover ratio on an index of the stock of t-bills plus 4 lags of the ratio variable, we find
stock coefficient to be significant and positive, which is not inconsistent with
hypothesis. The results of the regression are presented in the t-bill row of Table 9.

The results were qualitatively the same when simple turnover was used in pla
turnover ratio variable. Note that the regressions were carried out at the weekly frequ
Note also that up to 5 lags of the independent variable were added to the regressio
were found to be insignificant with, and without, the current independent variable pre

4.3 Hedging hypothesis

In Section 3.1.3, we noted that futures trading activity tended to increase du
periods of heightened interest rate risks. In this section, we consider this in a slightly
formal framework. Specifically, we consider the hypothesis that, during periods in w
dealers (as well as other market participants) anticipate rising interest rate or experie
period of increased interest volatility, they will seek to manage their inventory’s expo
to these risks by increasing their hedging activity and, in turn, their use of futures contr
Thus, futures activity should be increasing with the level of interest rate risks.

Table 10 presents the regression results investigating the dependence of the
volume of BAX and CGB contracts on yield volatility, which is calculated as the squar

Table 9: Linear regression results for bond and t-bill turnover

Dependent
variable

Stock coefficient Adj. R2 D-W Box-Pierce Adj. R2

No stock variable

Bond Turnover
Ratio

0.0396*
(2.953)

0.324 1.971 22.443 0.310

T-bill Turnover
Ratio

0.0787*
(3.178)

0.650 2.025 19.846 0.643

ond regression based on 377 observations of weekly data from August 1991 to October 1998. T-bill regression ba
55 observations of weekly data from February 1990 to October 1998. T-statistics are in parentheses. D-W indicate
urbin-Watson statistic and the Box-Pierce Statistics for serial correlation is based on 20 autocorrelations. The 5%
alue for the Box-Pierce statistic is 31.4.

 Indicates that the estimate is significant at the 5% level. The lagged coefficients, though not presented, were stati
ignificant.
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daily changes in the yield for the underlying instrument of the contract. Due to the persisten
the dependent variables, the BAX regression included 10 lags of the BAX volume variable
in the CGB regression, 5 lags of the CGB volume were added. The estimated yield vola
coefficients are both significant and positive, thus supporting the observations made in Sec
and the hypothesis that futures activity increases during periods of heightened interest rate r41

4.4 Caveats

Of the previous set of regression results, the bid-ask spread yield volatility regressio
be viewed as the strongest evidence supportint a market microstructure hypothesis. Spec
the tendency for spreads to widen during periods of yield volatility is consistent with the inven
control models such as Ho and Stoll’s (1983) and previous empirical work by Fleming
Remolona (1997). The strength of the results comes from the fact that the other factors assu
influence the spread (the adverse selection and trading costs components) are unlikely t
varied greatly during these brief periods of yield volatility.42That is, trading costs vary slowly ove
time while little (payoff-relevant) asymmetric information exist in GS markets.43

41. Note also that up to 10 lags of the independent variable were added to the regressions and were found
insignificant with, and without, the current independent variable present.

Table 10: Linear regression results for 3-month and 10-year futures

Dependent
variable

Volatility
coefficient Adj. R2 D-W Box-Pierce Adj. R2

No vol. variables

BAX volume 3.783*
(9.112)

0.682 2.082 22.861 0.645

CGB volume 5.083*
(5.296)

0.349 1.950 26.285 0.330

BAX regression based on 1028 observations of daily data from January 1994 to October 1998. CGB regression based on
observations of daily data from January 1993 to October 1998. T-statistics are in parentheses. D-W indicates the Durbi
Watson statistic and the Box-Pierce Statistics for serial correlation is based on 40 autocorrelations. The 5% critical valur
the Box-Pierce statistic is 55.8.

* Indicates that the estimate is significant at the 5% level. The lagged coefficients, though not presented, were statistica
significant.

42. Also, it is unlikely that the increase in spreads occurred due to a rather sudden drop in the level of competi
between dealers, since the level of competition tends to be persistent over time.

43. This also assumes that any asymmetric information arising due to market makers’ private knowledge of
order flow is not likely to persist outside of the trading day. However, this assumption remains one of the mo
interesting question to be answered in the market microstructure literature.
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The results presented in Table 10, on the other hand, cannot on their own pr
strong support of the inventory-control hypothesis. Rather, they should be viewed jo
with the bid-ask spreads results (row 1 of Table 8), strengthening their support fo
inventory-control hypothesis. In isolation, however, the evidence in Table 10 is relati
weak. This is because there is no evidence that (cash) market makers did in fact in
their futures trading activity during these periods of heightened interest rate risks in rea
to increased inventory-control needs. In other words, the composition of the ma
participants involved in trading futures contracts is not known. It is equally likely that w
occurred was simply increased speculative (short trades) activity based on an expect
in interest rates. Without more detailed time-series data on the dealers’ trading beha
in the futures market, the results in Section 4.3 indicate, at best, that the data arnot
inconsistentwith market makers, facing higher price volatility, engaging in a greater deg
of inventory risk management via the futures market.

A similar argument can be made for the effective supply regression res
presented in Table 9. The results only indicate that the time-series behaviour of
securities turnover is not inconsistent with the effective supply hypothesis. As menti
in Section 3, this is because the effective supply notion is related to the liquidit
individual GS, and aggregate turnover ratio data is a noisy proxy for the trading activi
individual securities. A more powerful test of the effective supply hypothesis wo
compare the liquidity of a series of different benchmark securities that were identical
respects except for their amount outstanding (and, perhaps, their coupons). For exa
econometric techniques and specifications based on panel data sets could be used to
turnover and issue-size, time-series data for a cross-section of benchmark bond
possessed the same original maturity.44 Further, this type of empirical investigation woul
need to control for other factors, such as the interest rate environment while the
remained a benchmark, the distribution of the issue across market participants, chan
interdealer trading behaviour, the length of time the bond issue remained a benchma
well as changes in the behaviour of inter-related markets like the repo or futures ma
A factor of particular interest, for which we did not control, in the effective supp
hypothesis tests (for t-bills) is the frequency of new issues. In September 1997,
issuance moved from a weekly to a bi-weekly schedule in order to augment the av
amount issued at auction. Under the effective supply hypothesis, this should have a po
effect on liquidity. However, this factor is not specified in the regression model, which m
have biased our estimates.

Note that the results presented in row 2 of Table 8, supporting the effective su
hypothesis, provide slightly stronger evidence in favour of this hypothesis than do
results based on turnover data. This is because the liquidity proxy used is the bid-ask s

44. See Greene (1993) Chapter 16 for details on these panel data econometric techniques.
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is assumed to be a better measure of liquidity thanaggregatedturnover data. (The same may no
have been said if more disaggregated turnover data were available.)

Before leaving this section, we would like to highlight the tentative nature of the estima
techniques themselves. Specifically, it is well known that a simple linear regression does a po
of capturing any low-frequency dynamics, such as non-stationary or cointegrating dynamic
are likely embedded in some of the variables used.45Moreover, since market liquidity is in essenc
a market microstructural phenomena, it is likely that data observed at a much higher freq
would allow for a much sharper delineation of the factors affecting liquidity. (For an examp
this type of study, see Fleming and Remolona [1997] and Scalia and Vacca [1998].) Moreove
data utilized may in fact be a poor measure of actual changes in liquidity. For example,quotedbid-
ask spreads do not represent the actualfirm bid-ask spreads faced by investors, nor do th
necessarily reflect actual traded prices.46 Therefore, these regression results should be view
simply as initial attempts at examining whether the data available are consistent with the pro
hypotheses. A more formal empirical study, one that employs higher frequency data and
econometric specifications in terms of both times-series econometric models and and em
microstructural models, lies outside the scope of this study.47

5. Summary and concluding comments

Because market liquidity is fundamentally difficult to define, let alone measure, it is o
difficult to draw conclusions about what affects the level of market liquidity, based on one or
proxies for liquidity. Even when detailed, high-frequency transaction data are available, it i
always possible to get a precise measure of market liquidity. With this in mind, we have attem
here to assess how liquidity has varied over a long horizon (long horizon in terms of the m
microstructure literature) and on a more aggregate or macro scale. This was done for two re
First, this type of analysis is driven by the limitations of the data. Second, comparison a
countries in the aggregate is easier to carry out as this type of data is readily accessible fo
countries. Findings are summarized along two lines of investigation—the factors that affecte
evolution of market liquidity over time, and the factors that contribute to the differences in liqu
across countries.

45. The t-bill spread, stock, and turnover variables display unit-root or near-unit-root dynamics.

46. Peterson and Fialkowski (1994) show that quoted bid-ask spreads are a poor measure of actual transa
costs faced by investors.

47. For a survey of advanced time-series econometric techniques, see Hamilton (1994) and Greene (19
Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997), Hasbrouck (1996), and Engle and Lange (1997) represent a sm
sample of the literature related to the empirical investigation of market microstructural questions.
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5.1 How has liquidity evolved in Canada?

Generally, there are indications that liquidity in the GoC securities market
improved over time. In terms of turnover activity, liquidity has increased over time for m
GoC securities. The exception is in the t-bill segment of the GoC securities market, w
turnover has declined in tandem with the sharp drop in the supply of this instrum
However, this evidence highlights the role that effective supply has on turnover in fi
income products such as GS securities. We showed that the turnover ratio tend
increase, both for bonds and t-bills, as the size of the (on-the-run) benchmark
securities increased. This supports the hypothesis that liquidity for fixed-inc
instruments was positively related to their issue size. This effective supply effect is
observed when liquidity is measured in terms of bid-ask spreads (in the t-bill market
the average on-the-run issue size of t-bills increased (decreased), its bid-ask spread
to decrease (increase) over time. In Canada, liquidity tends to diminish in period
increased interest rate volatility. We found that bid-ask t-bill spreads tended to incr
significantly during (persistent) periods of increased interest rate risks.

Liquidity, in terms of trading activity, has improved over the years for both the
year bond futures and the 3-month futures. The rise in trading activity has accelerated
the last two years, especially for the 3-month futures contract. This increased liqu
should, in principal, make it easier for dealers (and investors) to manage interest rat
associated with their cash inventory and, in turn, reduce their costs associated
providing immediacy/liquidity. However, futures also serve as a venue for investor
speculate on the future course of interest rates. As such, the increased activity in the
contract may be the result of market participants shifting their speculative activity out o
t-bill market, as its liquidity decreases due to the dwindling supply of t-bills, into the futu
market.

We also examined how microstructural factors, which tend to have an impact o
level of liquidity offered in the market, have changed over time. First, we document
decrease in concentration among primary dealers in terms of secondary trading m
share since 1993. This has likely increased competitive pressures on bid-ask spread
time, thus improving (or maintaining) the level of market liquidity available to investo
Second, we show that primary dealers have increasingly relied on interdealer brokers
conducting transaction with other dealers. The rapid increase in interdealer broker tr
was initiated by a decrease in broker fees. However, it has likely made it easier for de
to conduct their inventory rebalancing activities and has improved modestly the dep
the market, since dealers are now in a better position to take advantage of inventor
sharing services offered through interdealer trading. Third, we also documented an inc
in non-resident participation in the GoC market. By possibly increasing the leve
heterogeneity in customer trading strategies, this change in customer composition ma
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reduced the probability of dealers being subjected to periods of one-sided order flow and i
improved the market’s ability to withstand market disruptions. A more formal examination o
effects these last three factors have on market liquidity has not been conducted in this study
left for future research.

5.2 What factors contribute to the differences in liquidity across countries?

We noted in Section 2 that, among dealers, the level of transparency was approxim
equal in both countries, but that customers for U.S. Treasuries benefited from a much higher
of transparency than GoC securities’ customers. This is due to the availability of the Go
information service. Specifically, customers in the U.S. GS market are able to observe inter
brokered prices and (cumulative) order flow; while in Canada, customers have little or no a
to interdealer transaction information. Market participants often suggest that this lac
transparency has held back the increase in participation ofactiveinvestors in the GoC market. A
greater level of transparency would cause the current set of GS customers to manag
portfolios more actively (i.e., reduce their tendency to buy-and-hold) and would, more gene
attract new investors to this market. This increased customer activity could in turn help shi
dealers’ inventory-control management risk back onto their customer base, reducing their m
making costs, and in turn increasing their ability to provide immediacy. The idea that an inc
in customer activity would accompany an increase in the level of market-wide transparen
similar to that proposed in the theoretical work of Lyons (1996).48

The lack of transparency in the Canadian GS market also has an effect on the deale
ask quotations because customers will usually “shop around” for the best price by conta
several dealers. This shopping around necessarily informs a series of dealers of the eminen
flow. Moreover, the dealers that quote to the customer, being uncertain as to how many deale
particular customer has already contacted, may widen the quote they offer the customer to
the inventory risk arising because (part of) the dealer market is aware of the pending (large)
Hence, if the dealer could be certain of being the only (and last) dealer contacted by the cus
the dealer would quote narrower spreads and be willing to take the other side of a (large)
because the inventory (price) risks faced by the dealer are necessarily reduced. These arg
parallel as those put forward in defence of delayed trade reporting for large orders on the L
Stock Exchange, discussed in O’Hara (1995, 258–259) and Board and Sutcliffe (1995). How
in this case, an increase in transparency (with the introduction of a GovPX type servic
advocated by the market makers rather than a delay in reporting (reduced transparency), a
case at the LSE. The added transparency eliminates the customer’s need to “shop around”

48. Lyons, in modelling the trading structure of the FX market, shows that customers do not transact in the sec
period of a two-period model when interdealer order flow information is not available, thus not providing th
dealer with beneficial (inventory) risk sharing services. His model shows that dealers endogenously prefe
transparency regime that is greater than zero but less than fully transparent.
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the best price, since the best price across the IDB system is publicly available. This re
the (inventory) risks faced by market makers, thus improving the price or spread that m
makers are willing to offer to customers. In turn, liquidity offered to customers (in term
bid-ask spread and depth) should, other things being equal, improve.

In summary, there are grounds to believe that differing levels of transparency a
GS markets have engendered significant differences in market liquidity. As previo
mentioned, there are now efforts in Canada to implement an information service simi
GovPX. The implementation of this service may provide researchers with a discrete
with which to test many of the hypotheses related to market liquidity and ma
transparency.

Different issuance practices seem to have also contributed to significant differe
in market liquidity across countries. Although the Canadian authorities now favour
regular issuance of a limited number of large benchmark debt instruments, past iss
practices were shown to have left the structure of outstanding stock of bonds in a h
fragmented state when compared to the structure of the U.S. Treasury fixed-coupon
We suggested that the higher degree of bond stock fragmentation has a negative ef
the dealer’s market-making capacity and thus reduces the level of market liquidity a
the sphere of outstanding off-the-run GoC bonds relative to Treasury off-the-runs. We
noted that large benchmark bond sizes are achieved by a series of successive reop
which contrasts the U.S. practice of issuing new benchmark securities at each au
However, to our knowledge, this area of market microstructure research remains rela
undeveloped. Therefore, it was not clear what kind of impact the practice ofregularly
reopening bond issues has on the instruments’ liquidity.

Although activity in Canadian interest rate futures has grown substantially ove
years, we indicated that the activity level remains substantially below exchange-tr
interest rate futures activity in the United States and other countries. Futures ma
generate trading volume in the cash market (due to price arbitrage activity) and a
market makers to hedge their cash positions more easily. Therefore, the lack of
developed futures markets has likely restricted market liquidity, either in terms of bid
spread or turnover, in the Canadian GS market compared with the U.S. market.

We suggested that the smaller size of the customer base for GoC securities, re
to that for Treasury instruments, likely contributes to the discrepancy in market liqu
across these countries. First, the size of the customer base affects the degree with
dealers are able to manage their inventory risks. Second, any factor that increas
number of market participants in the GS market has a self-enforcing or self-susta
effect on market liquidity due to positive externality effects (see Harris [1993] and Pag
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[1989]). Therefore, initiatives aimed at enlarging the customer base are more likely to yield g
benefits, in terms of increased market liquidity, than many other structural or institutional cha
initiated by the authorities. We also noted that the authorities should not only pursue initiative
tend to enlarge the customer base for GoC securities but should also promote customer div
Heterogeneous trading strategies (investment views) tend to promote trading activity.
examples of ways to attract a larger and/or more diversified pool of customers to trade
securities include greater transparency, increased futures activity with the introduction of
delivery bond futures or around-the-clock trading, and (possibly) electronic trading for cash
or futures GoC securities. However, the size of the customer base is likely linked, in some w
the stock of GS, or more generally to the economic size of the country (and, quite likely, to
role the country’s currency has in international transactions).49 This implies that any differences in
liquidity across GS markets may go beyond structural or institutional factors that authoritie
manipulate.

49. Many market participants we interviewed suggested that the level of liquidity achieved in any fixed-incom
market will ultimately be tied, in some way, to the stock of debt outstanding.
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Figure 1: Total Trading Activity as Reported by Primary Deale
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Figure 3: T-Bill Trading Activity Relative to Stock
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